WORK LIGHTING

THE AGE OF
ENLIGHTENMENT!

mareldprolighting.com

CAST AWAY
THE DARKNESS
THE TIME FOR TANGLED

Most people who use some kind of work lighting know that lighting is

CABLES, POOR BATTERY

Swedes work in poor lighting that can be harmful. The light does not

LIFE AND SENSITIVE
EQUIPMENT IS OVER.
NOW WE ARE GETTING
TO GRIPS WITH THIS
LIGHTING PROBLEM.

important – but maybe just not how important. In fact, the majority of
only affect how you feel or how alert and productive you are during
the working day. The right lighting will also help you to do a better job.
At Mareld Pro Lighting, we know that good lighting makes a really
big difference and that the light greatly affects your performance.
We therefore believe that there is room for lighting to be more than
a throw-away product that has a low priority and is handled badly.
Did you know, for example, that you are both more efficient and
make fewer mistakes when you choose the right light for your
working environment?
If you ask the users themselves, they will tell you they are looking
for longer battery life, fewer cables and better durability. This is what
we have focused on in our newly developed range. With work lamps
divided into three segments, we can help you find the solution to your
lighting problems and choose the right lamps for your needs. Everything from greater durability and stronger light to more flexible and
smart solutions can be found within our range.
We understand the difference that really good lighting can make.
Now it’s time for us to share this with our users. The brochure in
your hand is a step in the right direction, towards the right lighting
for the right job.

Do you want to know more? Follow us on Facebook.

DID YOU
KNOW
THAT…

1. Incorrect lighting can damage your health.
Tiredness is a common result, and over
60 percent of Swedes feel that they are quite or
very often affected by this at work. Poor sleep,
headache and tension in the back and neck are
also common side effects, as well as a reduced
immune system and general well-being.
2. Incorrect lighting inhibits you in your work.
It reduces performance, makes you less efficient
and is a common cause of mistakes and accidents.
3. Your wallet can take a beating from incorrect
lighting. Outdated lighting means high electricity
costs for the business, but incorrect lighting can
also generate costly sick leave.

THREE
QUESTIONS TO:

Carina Kransvik, Working Environment Engineer at Avonova
1. HOW DOES LIGHTING AFFECT US AS PEOPLE?
Poor lighting not only contributes to us to seeing less well and risking
more accidents, but also to making us feel worse. Long periods of
working in inferior lighting can lead to tension in the head, back and
neck, which in the long run can lead to strain injuries and sick leave.
Good lighting is particularly important in places that are totally or
partially lacking daylight, because the lack of daylight can interfere
with the daily rhythm and cause tiredness.

2. HOW IS OUR ABILITY TO WORK ABILITY AFFECTED BY LIGHTING?
The risk of mistakes and accidents increases significantly. Incorrect lighting
can also lead to glare, difficulty in detecting errors, or simply straining your
eyes so much that you get tired and cannot concentrate for long periods.
The light must not be too weak and it must not have a tone that makes
it difficult to distinguish colours, for example.
3. WHAT THINGS SHOULD WE CONSIDER?
Something we often forget is that our vision deteriorates when
we get older, and the point where we notice this depends on the
individual. So it is extremely important that the lighting can be
adapted to each individual and to different tasks, as well as
being a legal requirement. A common problem is also that
people do not like to say that they can no longer see very
well. My primary advice, therefore, is that employees should
speak out when they cannot see, and that employers
should continually be checking the lighting by making
it a part of inspections and risk assessments.

“The risk of
mistakes increases
significantly with
incorrect lighting”

OUR
SEGMENTS
POWER
EXTRA STRONG LIGHTING

When bright light is essential to do a good job – solutions for the

PRECISION
CLOSE AND PRECISE
– DIRECTED LIGHTING

When accuracy and flexibility come first – solutions for precision

PERFORMANCE
EXTRA DURABILITY AGAINST
DIRT, MOISTURE AND WEAR

best possible light performance.
Typical professional users: Carpenters, security guards, painters.

work and confined spaces.
Typical professional users: Electricians, plumbers, mechanics,
chimney sweeps.
When requirements are extreme – solutions for the harshest
environments and demanding applications.
Typical professional users: Construction and industrial workers.

POWER

EXTRA STRONG LIGHTING
Work lighting for those users who are looking for a really bright
light, to shine on your workplace or to create a brighter work
environment that keeps you alert. Smart solutions and fewer
cables make it easy to move the lighting wherever you need it.

WHEN
BRIGHTNESS IS
EVERYTHING

For many jobs, brightness is what allows you to perform the task in the best possible way. In many ways, light is
a prerequisite for making sure that everything is right, but it is also a matter of safety. In workplaces everywhere,
many people feel that their working environment is dark. The risk of accidents is increasing, partly because you
cannot see properly and partly because in the long run darkness makes you tired and unfocused. Work lamps
where the brightness is in focus give you a better illuminated workspace, while the lighting can also be directed
onto walls and ceilings, giving you a brighter and more comfortable workplace in general.

PERFECT
SOLUTION
FOR

Large areas
The work lamps in this segment are particularly suitable when you are working
on large areas and an overall view is important. Combine multiple lights or
easily move around the cordless lamps to adjust the light according to the
size of the area to be illuminated.
Painters/carpenters, etc.
There are several professions that require powerful lights. These are primarily
groups that need a good overview and that work over larger areas for long
periods of time. Painters, carpenters and security guards are good examples.
Large need for light but a lack of natural light
For some professions, flexibility is most important, but for Power users the
high demand for light is the driver. The range in this segment can also be used
in the absence of natural light, where there is a greater risk of darkness and
tiredness. Place the lamps facing the ceiling and walls to emulate the general
effect that natural light provides.

Did you know that:
Approximately 1 in 5 feel that their working environment is too dark! In environments where the availability
of natural light is low, the numbers are even higher, especially among older employees who may need
stronger light than others.

RECHARGEABLE
AND PORTABLE IN
SEVERAL VARIANTS
Incorrect or poor lighting can also harm the user, if you are forced into bad working positions in
order to see properly. Strong lighting and easy-to-move lights will increase your chances of better
ergonomics and optimised visibility.

HEAD LAMPS/HAND LAMPS

MARELD GALACTIC 3800 RE
A top seller for anyone who wants to avoid
cables. Replaceable and rechargeable battery.
Battery life can be extended by choosing
either high or low beam.

MARELD GALACTIC 6800
Work lamp with real strength and smart functions! Stand on the rear so you can place the
lamp on the ground or attach to the stand. The
handle makes it easy to move and carry.

MARELD AURA 1800 RE
Rechargeable lamp with a strong light, the
SMD technology makes it more gentle on the
eye. Equipped with an extra strong Bluetooth
speaker as well as a stand and handle.

• Bluetooth speaker and USB socket

• Bluetooth speaker and USB socket

• Bluetooth speaker and USB socket

• Rechargeable

• Rechargeable

• 3800 lumen

•5
 m long cable and extra electricity socket
for serial connection

• Art. no. 690000005

• 6800 lumen

• Art. no. 690000534

• 1800 lumen

• Art. no. 690000013

REAL POWER WITH ADDITIONAL FLEXIBILITY.

MARELD STELLAR 470
Our brightest head lamp. Ergonomically advantageous with battery pack
on the rear which gives good balance
and allows the lamp to fit well on the
head. Easy to handle.
• Comfortable and stable head fitting
• 470 lumen
• Art. no. 690001003

MARELD HALO 250
Impact resistant head lamp with zoom
to help you adjust focus. Several light
settings that can be adjusted to meet
your requirements plus a red warning
light. Rubber coated on the inside to
provide a firm head/helmet fitting.
• Zoom for adjustable focus
• 250 lumen
• Art. no. 690000906

TORCHES

MARELD HALO 540 RE
Impact resistant, rechargeable head lamp with extra strong light
and zoom to help you adjust focus. Several light settings that
can be adjusted to meet your requirements plus a red warning
light. Rubber coated on the inside to provide a firm head/helmet
fitting.
• Rechargeable. Operating time 2.5 hours
• 540 lumen
• Art. no. 690000914
MARELD POLLUX 500 RE
Flexible hand lamp with magnet in the base for
hanging. Rechargeable battery and strong light.
Clip on the rear to attach to a pocket or trousers.

MARELD NEBULOSA 1800 RE
Unique work lamp with front and rear lighting
so you can better see what's happening
behind you and for better overall lighting.
Rechargeable and easy to handle. Includes
USB socket.
• Rechargeable

MARELD CANOPUS 4000 RA90
Strong work lamp with different light settings.
The work lamp has a colour reproduction
index of 90. The lamp has a unique design
that makes it easy to carry. It is also rubber
coated, making it more impact resistant.
Rechargeable.

MARELD STARBURST 16000
Our most powerful work lamp with lighting from
six different light sources. The light sources
can be angled in different positions. You can
have three vertical and three angled sources to
illuminate a wall while directing the light downwards. Frosted glass makes the lamp glare-free.

•S
 tand with charger available as an
accessory

• RA90 – excellent colour reproduction

• 10 m long cable

• Rechargeable

• 4000 lumen

• 16000 lumen

• 500 lumen

• 1800 lumen

• Art. no. 690000583

• Art. no. 690000575

• Art. no. 690000500

• Art. no. 690000039

GOOD DISPERSION AND A SHARPER BEAM PATTERN.

MARELD NIMBUS 1000 RE
Our strongest torch ever, incredibly small
and flexible for its strength. The strong light
combined with the even dispersion gives an
extremely sharp and wide beam pattern.
Smooth and easy to adjust focus.

MARELD NIMBUS 450
A small and handy torch, easy to handle
and carry.

MARELD NIMBUS 450 RE
Strong pocket lamp with several light settings
that can be adjusted easily to meet your requirements. Even, strong beam pattern and easy to
adjust focus. Rechargeable. Battery and charger
included.

MARELD VAPOR 5500
Strong lamp with lighting from three different sources with
edges that can be angled. The outer sections can be folded to
protect the lamp, and the folding support makes the lamp easy
to carry. Extra electricity socket on the rear.

• Rechargeable

• Even beam pattern

• Extra electricity socket on the rear

• 5 m long cable and extra electricity socket for serial connection

• 1000 lumen

• 450 lumen

• 5500 lumen, of which the centre section is 4000 lumen.

• Art. no. 690000567

• Art. no. 690001573

• Art. no. 690001565

• Art. no. 690000518

• 450 lumen
• Art. no. 690001557

MARELD VAPOR 9000
One of our most powerful work lamps! SMD technology and lighting from three
different sources gives a soft, glare-free light. The outer sections can be angled
as required. Folding outer sections and support stand make the lamp easy to
carry.
• 9000 lumen spread across three different light points

DO YOU WANT TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS?
CHECK OUT MARELDPROLIGHTING.COM

PRECISION

CLOSE AND PRECISE – DIRECTED LIGHTING

This segment is your best friend when you need to focus on accuracy and precision.
You will find flexible solutions for confined spaces – when the light can make the
difference for a safe and proper job.

BETTER PRECISION
FOR A BETTER JOB
In confined spaces where concentration and accuracy are important, you need lighting that is easy to move
and redirect. A bright light on a small area is what matters here. The workspace may consist of an electrical
cabinet, motor or ventilation drum, and the requirements here for perfection are especially high. With the
right kind of lighting, you have a greater opportunity to carry out the task in the best way, without having to
overstrain your eyes, work in uncomfortable positions or risk making mistakes due to poor visibility.

WELL PREPARED
FOR ALL
SITUATIONS

Precision work may need to be carried out by a variety
of professionals in widely differing environments. The
conditions for placing larger lighting solutions in connection with the workspace are often limited, and most of the
time it is a small, limited area that needs to be illuminated.
With the help of smart, flexible solutions and functions like
good battery life, you are well prepared for all situations
that may arise.
Small areas
When we need to focus on a small area, a precision lamp
that is easy to direct exactly where you want is particularly
suitable. This type of work lighting also works well when
you often change workspaces, as a head lamp or torch is
extremely easy to move around with.
High precision
This segment is also particularly useful for working in
small and cramped situations, and where the work
requires high precision and accuracy.
Electricians, mechanics, etc.
Most professionals are faced from time to time with a job
that focuses on precision. This is especially common for e.g.
electricians, plumbers, mechanics and chimney sweeps.

Remember:
If the workplace has a lack of daylight – supplement your precision lighting with good general lighting.
This will make you more alert and help you concentrate for longer.

+

FEWER ERRORS

LONGER
BATTERY TIME

Poor battery life and tangled cables are common disruptions when it comes to work lights.
In precision work, it is important to focus on the right things, and then the lamps simply
have to work. In our Precision segment, you will find work lights in a range of options.

HEAD LAMPS
EXCELLENT TOOLS FOR WHEN YOU NEED TO KEEP FOCUS.

MARELD PIKO 250
User-friendly head lamp with a light sensor that
detects how far away you are from the object and
dims the light accordingly. Can be switched on and off
using the motion sensor, without pushing a button.
• Light and motion sensor
• 250 lumen
• Art. no. 690001037

HAND LAMPS/TORCHES
HANDY, FLEXIBLE AND EASY TO DIRECT WHERE YOU NEED.

MARELD NANO 90
Small, lightweight and handy, with a strong light in relation to its
size. Easy to carry and clip onto your trousers or pocket.

MARELD GIGA 200 RE
Rechargeable lamp that can easily be
angled and weighted as required. Can
be attached to your trousers or breast
pocket.

• Handy size

•M
 agnet in the base and hook for
hanging

• 90 lumen

• Rechargeable

• Art. no. 690001540

• 200 lumen

• Impact resistant

• Art. no. 690000542

MARELD ZEPTO 20
Small and lightweight pen lamp in aluminium. Easy to carry and
clip onto your trousers or pocket. Low energy LED.
• Low energy

MARELD NIMBUS 20
Small and slim pen lamp with an internal LED, making it more
like a regular torch. Easy to carry in your pocket and useful in
tight spaces. Focus forwards.

• Handy size

• Handy size

• 20 lumen

• Easy to carry

• Art. no. 690001045

• 20 lumen
• Art. no. 690001052

Did you know that:
Only 15% of Swedes consider that workplace lighting is tailored to their needs. Your lighting needs can often
differ significantly from your colleagues. Take control of your own lighting situation with complementary lighting!

So it will be easy to find the right one for your specific needs.

DO YOU WANT TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS?
CHECK OUT MARELDPROLIGHTING.COM

PERFORMANCE
EXTRA DURABILITY AGAINST DIRT,
MOISTURE AND WEAR

When durability and robust equipment are required. Work lighting for extreme
situations – ranging from high heights to outdoor work in bad weather.

WHEN YOUR
EQUIPMENT JUST
HAS TO KEEP
GOING

Are you also tired of lighting that hurts as soon as the weather shows
its worst side or if it is not handled with great care? The daily life
of many of our users is often full of risk, and just as you need good
protection, so does your lighting. In our Performance segment, you
will find lighting that is capable of withstanding high stresses, making
your work easier to perform.

FOR HARSH
ENVIRONMENTS
AND DULL
WEATHER

When requirements are extreme, you need lighting
you can trust.
Impact resistant
Some jobs place greater demands on the equipment
than others. Our Performance segment is designed
to be impact resistant, durable and to withstand
external stresses.
Whatever the weather
Working outdoors has particular demands, and some
work has to be done outdoors whatever the weather
– sun, rain or snow. Whatever the weather, you have to
be able to rely on the performance of your lighting.
Major construction or industry
Typical workplaces where lighting is particularly exposed
include construction or industrial sites, but the range
can of course also be useful to other professionals who
require durable equipment.

Remember:
With really durable lighting, you reduce the risk of having to work in poor lighting due to lamps breaking.
This makes you feel better, perform better and reduces the risk of accidents.

BETTER PROTECTION, GREATER
DURABILITY
In our Performance segment, you will find work lights in a range of options.

TORCHES
STRONG, IMPACT RESISTANT MATERIAL.

MARELD FLARE 300 RE
Powerful, rechargeable torch in aluminium. Can
be adjusted as needed with three different light
settings.

MARELD RADIATE 300
Powerful torch in aluminium with a good beam
pattern. Fitted with clip on the rear to attach to
a pocket or trousers.

• Impact resistant and rechargeable

MARELD RADIATE 100
One of our most popular aluminium lamps!
Small and flexible with a powerful light. Fitted
with clip on the rear to attach to a pocket or
trousers.

• 300 lumen

• Impact resistant, handy size

• 300 lumen

• Art. no. 690001508

• 100 lumen

• Art. no. 690001532

• Strong light and impact resistant

• Art. no. 690001524

So it will be easy to find the right one for your specific needs.

WORK LAMPS

HEAD LAMPS

EXTRA DURABILITY AND UNIQUE DESIGN SOLUTIONS.

IMPACT RESISTANT LAMPS WITH GOOD LIGHT AND ERGONOMICS.

MARELD GLEAM 200
Lightweight, user friendly lamp with a powerful light. Convenient size that is easy to slip in
your pocket.
• Lightweight, easy to use and carry
• 200 lumen
• Art. no. 690001060

MARELD GLEAM 145 RE
Impact resistant pocket lamp with several light
settings that can be adjusted easily to meet
your requirements. Rechargeable battery and
LED indicator to monitor the battery level.
Rubber coated on the inside to provide a firm
head fitting.

MARELD GLEAM 450
Strong pocket lamp with several light settings
that can be adjusted easily to meet your
requirements. Includes a red warning light.
Rubber coated on the inside to provide a firm
head fitting

• Rechargeable. Operating time 3 hours

• 450 lumen

• Lightweight, easy to use and carry

• 450 lumen

• Art. no. 690001086

• Art. no. 690001078

MARELD BURST 250 RE
Flexible hand lamp that can be angled as
required. Magnet in the base for hanging.
Good grip in demanding situations.

MARELD SILVERY 250 RE
Adjustable light source where you can
choose between high or low beam. Magnet
in the base and hook for hanging.

• Rechargeable

• Base with charging function

• 250 lumen

• 250 lumen

• Art. no. 690000526

• Art. no. 690000559

Tip!
Do you have trouble storing and moving the lighting safely? Use our Mareld bag
and give the work light the same priority as your other tools! Then you can easily
carry your lamps between different jobs.
The bag can be ordered as just the bag or as a complete bag with lighting favourites from our range:
Work lamp Blaze 2500, Head lamp Gleam 200 and Torch Nimbus 450 RE.

MARELD BLAZE 2500
Work lamp with an arched shape that protects
the lens when dropped. 5 meter long cable and
handle on the rear. Battery and magnetic base
available as accessories.

MARELD SHINE 2500
A ball lamp with wide dispersion and smart
solutions for greater flexibility. Hook in the
base for hanging.

MARELD FLASH 1000 RE
A small, flexible lamp in a brand new, unique
design! Impact resistant, practical and easy to
carry. Magnetic fixture available as accessory.

•5
 m long cable and extra electricity socket
for serial connection

• Rechargeable. Operating time 3 hours

• Arched shape protects the lens
• 2500 lumen

• 2500 lumen

• Art. no. 690000054

• Art. no. 690000070

• Art. no. 690000047

MARELD FLASH 1500 RE ZOOM
A small, flexible work lamp in a brand new,
unique design! Equipped with zoom to help
you adjust focus. Impact resistant, practical
and easy to carry. Magnetic fixture available
as accessory.

MARELD FLASH 1800 RE
Big brother of the Flash 1000 RE, with the
same functions but slightly larger size and a
stronger light. Magnetic mount available as
accessory.

MARELD FLASH 2800 RE
Rechargeable work lamp with a bright light
and a brand new, unique design! Impact resistant, practical and easy to carry. Magnetic
fixture available as accessory.

• Rechargeable. Operating time 3 hours

• Rechargeable. Operating time 3 hours

• Rechargeable. Operating time 3.5 hours

• 1800 lumen

• 2800 lumen

• 1500 lumen

• Art. no. 690000062

• Art. no. 690000096

• 1000 lumen

• Art. no. 690000088

DO YOU WANT TO SEE MORE PRODUCTS?
CHECK OUT MARELDPROLIGHTING.COM

WORK LAMPS

HEAD LAMPS/HAND LAMPS

POWER

POWER

MARELD STELLAR 470
Art. no. 690001003
MARELD GALACTIC
3800 RE
Art. nr: 690000005

MARELD GALACTIC 6800
Art. nr: 690000013

MARELD AURA 1800 RE
Art. nr: 690000534

MARELD NEBULOSA
1800 RE
Art. nr: 690000039

PRECISION

MARELD HALO 250
Art. no. 690000906

MARELD VAPOR 5500
Art. nr: 690000518

MARELD POLLUX 500 RE
Art. no. 690000500

MARELD PIKO 250
Art. no. 690001037

MARELD GIGA 200 RE
Art. no. 690000542

MARELD CANOPUS
4000 RA90
Art. nr: 690000583

MARELD GLEAM 200
Art. no. 690001060

MARELD STARBURST 16000
Art. nr: 690000575

MARELD HALO 540 RE
Art. no. 690000914

MARELD GLEAM 145 RE
Art. no. 690001078

MARELD GLEAM 450
Art. no. 690001086

MARELD BURST 250 RE
Art. no. 690000526

MARELD SILVERY 250 RE
Art. no. 690000559

CHARGER SILVERY 12V 0.3A
Art. no. 690003579

CHARGER NIMBUS/FLARE
Art. no. 690003595

FAST CHARGER FLASH 1000
Art. no. 690003603

ACCESSORIES

MARELD VAPOR 9000
Art. nr: 690000567

PERFORMANCE

CHARGER AURA 2000 12V 1.5A
Art. no. 690003520

CHARGER FLASH/GIGA MARELD
Art. no. 690003504
CHARGER POLLUX MARELD
Art. no. 690003553

MARELD BLAZE 2500
Art. no. 690000070

MARELD SHINE 2500
Art. no. 690000047

MARELD FLASH 1000 RE
Art. no. 690000054

MARELD FLASH 1500
RE ZOOM
Art. no. 690000088

MARELD FLASH 1800 RE
Art. no. 690000062

MARELD FLASH 2800 RE
Art. no. 690000096

CHARGER CANOPUS
Art. no. 690003686

CHARGER NEBULOSA MARELD
12V 1A
Art. no. 690003629

TRIPLE CHARGER FOR NEBULOSA
Art. no. 690003637

PLUG BLAZE 2500 MARELD
Art. no. 690003587

CABLE BLAZE 5 M
Art. no. 690003009

MAGNET GALACTIC MARELD
Art. no. 690002019

MAGNETIC MOUNT FLASH
Art. no. 690002027

MAGNET BLAZE 2500 MARELD
Art. no. 690002001

MAGNET CANOPUS
Art. no. 690002043

CHARGER FLASH 1800 MARELD
Art. no. 690003512

TORCHES
POWER

MARELD NIMBUS 1000 RE
Art. no. 690001573

MARELD NIMBUS 450

MARELD NIMBUS 450 RE

Art. no. 690001557

Art. no. 690001565

PRECISION

MARELD NANO 90
Art. no. 690001540

CHARGER BURST MARELD 12V
Art. no. 690003538
CHARGER GALACTIC
Art. no. 690003546

PLASTIC LENS GALACTIC
Art. no. 690003645

MARELD ZEPTO 20
Art. no. 690001045

HELMET CLIP UNIVERSAL
Art. no. 690000997

BATTERY BLAZE 2500
Art. no. 690000609

MARELD NIMBUS 20
Art. no. 690001052

BATTERY GALACTIC 3800
Art. no. 690001094

BATTERY AURA 6600 MAH
Art. no. 690003561

PERFORMANCE

STAND BEAM
Art. no. 690001607
MARELD FLARE 300 RE
Art. no. 690001508

MARELD RADIATE 100
Art. no. 690001524

MARELD RADIATE 300
Art. no. 690001532

STAND BEAM 4M
Art. no. 690001623

MARELD CASE WITHOUT CONTENTS
Art. no. 690090006

BAR FLEXIBLE BEAM
Art. no. 690004007

MARELD CASE WITH CONTENTS*
Art. no. 690089990

BAR ANGLED FOR BEAM
Art. no. 690004015
BAR ANGLED 45 DEGREE BEAM
Art. no. 690004023

HOLDER UNIVERSAL
Art. no. 690004031

* 1 pc work lamp Blaze 2500 (690000070), 1 pc head lamp Gleam 200
(690001060), 1 pc torch Nimbus 450 RE (690001565)

THE
LIGHTING
TOOL
Are you looking for more tips and advice?
Work lighting plays a major role in doing a good job and is an important
tool in helping you work successfully. Although the lack of sufficient
lighting can cause accidents and errors, it is a tool that is not always
prioritised. We can help you with everything related to work lighting,
from products to the working environment and arguments to persuade
your boss. On our site and on social media, we share tips and advice
on how to optimise your lighting and find the right solution for doing
a better job.
Read more/follow us on:
mareldprolighting.com
mareldprolighting

Mareld Pro Lighting is marketed by Luna AB

mareldprolighting.com

